Hydrodynamic flow in classical and quantum fluids can be either laminar or turbulent. Vorticity in turbulent flow is often modelled with vortex filaments. While this represents an idealization in classical fluids, vortices are topologically stable quantized objects in superfluids. Superfluid turbulence 1 is therefore thought to be important for the understanding of turbulence more generally. The fermionic 3 He superfluids are attractive systems to study because their characteristics vary widely over the experimentally accessible temperature regime. Here we report nuclear magnetic resonance measurements and numerical simulations indicating the existence of sharp transition to turbulence in the B phase of superfluid 3 He. Above 0.60T c (where T c is the transition temperature for superfluidity) the hydrodynamics are regular, while below this temperature we see turbulent behaviour. The transition is insensitive to the fluid velocity, in striking contrast to current textbook knowledge of turbulence 2 . Rather, it is controlled by an intrinsic parameter of the superfluid: the mutual friction between the normal and superfluid components of the flow, which causes damping of the vortex motion.
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In conventional liquids the vorticity q ¼ 7 £ v obeys the NavierStokes equation:
The interplay of the two terms on the right-hand side, the inertial first term and the viscous second term, governs the transition to turbulence (see, for example, ref.
2). It is determined by the external conditions through the Reynolds number, Re ¼ RU/n, formed by the characteristic size R of the system, the flow velocity U, and the kinematic viscosity n. At large Re . . 1, the effect of the inertial term is dominating, and laminar flow becomes increasingly unstable. If vorticity is released into a metastable laminar state, a sudden transition to a chaotic flow of eddies occurs. In superfluids turbulence acquires new features: a superfluid can be described as consisting of two inter-penetrating fractions, the frictionless (superfluid) and viscous (normal) components. If both fractions are moving together, as is the case behind a pulled grid in measurements on superfluid 4 He-II (ref. 1), the turbulent state bears more resemblance to that of viscous liquids. A new class of superfluid turbulence becomes possible when the normal component is so viscous that it is essentially immobile and only the superfluid component is moving with respect to the boundaries. This is the case in 3 He, which we consider here. The vorticity of the superfluid component is quantized in terms of the circulation quantum k ¼ 2p h=M where M is the mass of a superfluid particle. The flow of the superfluid component can be characterized by the 'superfluid Reynolds number' Re s ¼ RU/k. The Feynman criterion Re s , 1 gives the velocity at which it becomes energetically favourable to form a quantized vortex. If a large nucleation barrier exists, vortices are not created and the superfluid remains vortex-free, in our measurements up to Re s < 200. Quantized vortices can then be injected, either by some extrinsic means or by increasing the velocity so that the nucleation barrier is overcome and spontaneous vortex formation occurs.
The limit of large Re s . . 1 is equivalent to a vanishing Planck's constant, k / h ! 0, so that the vorticity becomes a continuous variable, as in the classical case. However, the fluid still remains unconventional because of its two-fluid nature: in addition to the superflow, there is the normal component which is at rest in the container frame, v n ¼ 0. Interactions between the superfluid vorticity and the normal component give rise to a mutual friction force on a unit volume of the superfluid: Figure 1 Summary of events at high and low temperatures. A vortex half-ring is injected into vortex-free superflow, generated with rotation around the vertical axis (Q ¼ 0.21 rad s 21 or Re s < 30). The plots represent snapshots from simulation calculations in the rotating frame and are consistent with the experimental observations. The only temperature dependence is contained in the mutual friction parameters a and a 0 which we take from the measurements in ref. 6 . a, At high temperatures the loop grows monotonically into a single rectilinear vortex line, pulled by the Magnus force from the superflow. The motion is highly damped since the Magnus force is balanced by the mutual friction force. b, At low temperatures the loop moves with the circulating superflow. At 44 s the vortex is unstable with respect to loop formation and develops through reconnections into a tangle at the injection site. At 68 s the Magnus force from the vortex-free superflow extends the tangle along the vertical axis. At 108-160 s the final step is the reconnection of the tangle to rectilinear lines. The replacement of the largescale superflow by the tangle and its later decay into rectilinear lines are observed as timedependent frequency shifts in the NMR spectrum, while the spectrum in the final timeindependent state yields the total number of rectilinear lines.
The energy dissipation is determined by the mutual friction damping a, while the reactive mutual-friction a 0 renormalizes the first term, the inertial term from equation (1) .
As in classical fluids, the inertial term drives the instability and is responsible for the energy transfer to smaller length scales, whereas the dissipative term acts to stabilize laminar flow. The fundamental difference from conventional hydrodynamics is that the relative importance of these two competing terms is determined by an intrinsic parameter of the superfluid, q ¼ a/(1 2 a 0 ). This is in contrast to classical liquids where this competition is governed via the Reynolds number by the extrinsic quantities R and U. In the case of a single vortex line the parameter q marks the crossover from the regime where Kelvin waves can propagate along a vortex (q & 1) to where they are overdamped (q * 1) (ref. 4) . In Fermi superfluids and superconductors with finite energy gap one has q < (q 0 t) 21 , where q 0 is the spacing between the bound states of quasiparticles in the vortex core and t 21 is their lifetime broadening, owing to scattering from the normal component 5 . In He-B, q approaches infinity at T c and drops exponentially to zero, when cooled down to T ! 0 (ref. 6 ). Because in classical fluids such an evolution of q would correspond to scanning the Reynolds number from 0 to 1, one wonders how q influences the superfluid hydrodynamics.
This question can be answered with a straightforward measurement. In 3 He-B vortex-free superflow can be maintained indefinitely in uniform rotation up to high angular velocities Q. Also other metastable states with rectilinear vortex lines, up to the equilibrium number N eq / Q, are stable in time. By injecting vortex seed loops into the vortex-free state with different methods, we follow the transient evolution of the loops until a final time-independent state is reached with N f rectilinear vortex lines aligned along the rotation axis. Using non-invasive nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurement, we record N f as a function of temperature and rotation with a resolution better than ten vortex lines.
We find that above 0.60T c an injected vortex loop expands into a single rectilinear vortex line; thus the number of vortices is here conserved, as shown in Fig. 1a . Below 0.60T c the loops evolve at the injection site into a tangle, which spreads out axially filling the long sample cylinder, and then transforms to rectilinear lines with N f < N eq (in qualitative agreement with the simulations in Fig.  1b) . The difference in these two final states becomes obvious from a comparison of the NMR absorption spectra before and after injection: above 0.60T c the changes are small since each injected loop gives rise to only one rectilinear vortex (Fig. 2a) , whereas below 0.60T c the spectra are totally different (Fig. 2b) .
In the latter case the massive change in the NMR spectrum occurs over a transient period with characteristic time-dependent frequency shifts. These shifts as a function of time allow us to measure directly (1) the decay of the large-scale superflow, (2) the build-up of the high-density tangled vorticity, and (3) the subsequent formation of rectilinear lines (Fig. 2c) . In the regular loop expansion process above 0.60T c the long-lived transients are not present. Our 11-cm-long sample (with radius R ¼ 3 mm) is monitored with two independent NMR detectors at both its ends 7 , to follow the evolution of the transients simultaneously at these two locations. The correlations in time prove that the tangle expands along the sample, persists over a characteristic transient period, and does not Figure 2 NMR absorption spectra before and after vortex-loop injection. a, Regular mutual-friction-damped loop expansion above 0.60T c introduces only minor changes in the spectrum. The sharp peak at large frequency shift is caused by the large-scale superflow (in the rotating frame). When a few rectilinear vortex lines are formed, some absorption from the large peak is shifted into a tiny new peak at small frequency shift. The heights of both peaks change linearly with N f (in the highlighted regions). b, Below 0.60T c a radical restructuring of the spectrum occurs when the large-scale superflow is replaced by an equilibrium array of rectilinear vortices. c, Peak heights of the two absorption maxima as a function of time during the transient turbulent period: (1) the sharp peak at large frequency shift decreases which monitors the decay of the large-scale superflow. (2) The tiny peak at small frequency shift first increases, which reflects the build up of the high-density vortex tangle. Subsequently it starts to decrease, which corresponds to the rarefaction and polarization of the tangle into an equilibrium array.
letters to nature depend on the details of the injection.
In Fig. 3 we list the results on the vortex-line count N f in the (Q, T) plane. Regular high-temperature processes are marked with open symbols and turbulent low-temperature points with filled symbols. The transition between them at 0.60T c is found to be surprisingly sharp, with N f , 1 above and N f < 10 3 below the transition. Only within a narrow interval of 0.05T c width can either type of process occur randomly. Even in this overlap region intermediate line counts are rare, where one would find 1 , , N f , , N eq , and thus no high-resolution classification is needed in Fig. 3 . The central conclusion is that the transition at 0.60T c occurs as a function of temperature, with little dependence on the maximum superflow velocity U ¼ QR of the initial vortexfree state. At 0.60T c the value of q ¼ a/(1 2 a 0 ) < 1.3 (ref. 6 ). Figure 1 shows that the measured features are qualitatively confirmed by our simulation calculations. These are started from an initial state with a vortex half ring (diameter 3.5 mm) in the centre of a cubic sample container (10 mm wide). At high temperatures the high damping a causes the seed loop to expand, mainly by motion in the radial and axial directions, into a single rectilinear vortex line in the centre of the sample. At low temperatures the seed loop travels azimuthally and helical Kelvin waves start to expand on such sections where the vortex is oriented along the flow. Here q , 1, Kelvin waves are only lightly damped and grow to loops which via reconnections lead to tangle formation (ref. 8) . Thus a vortex network develops already near the injection site and then extends axially. Through reconnections a bundle of lines starts to form which precesses initially around the Q axis. More reconnections of remaining loops continue adding lines to the bundle, thereby reducing the superflow around it, until the equilibrium number of rectilinear lines is reached. The complete calculation is, so far, too time-consuming.
Both the results from the numerical simulations in Fig. 1 and from the measurements in Fig. 3 support the conclusion from equation (2) that the transition to turbulence is determined by the intrinsic parameter q ¼ a/(1 2 a 0 ): there exists a critical value q c < 1 which separates the mutual-friction-dominated regime at q . q c from the inertia-dominated turbulent regime at q , q c . With q . q c , the vortex-loop expansion is a regular stable process even in high-velocity superflow with Re s . . 1. With q , q c , a multiplication process is switched on, the vortex lines create loops, become entangled, and reconnect forming new loops. Thus we find q c to be a fundamental universal number which places the upper bound to the stability of superfluid turbulence in the limit Re s . . 1.
This result resolves the existing conflict between high-and lowtemperature measurements in 3 He-B: at high temperatures a vortex loop injected into rotating superflow expands to a single rectilinear vortex 7, 9, 10 , while at low temperatures a tangle of vorticity can be generated in a quiescent bath with a vibrating wire 11 . But why has such a transition not been observed previously in 4 He-II? A number of reasons can be listed: (1) He-II the dissipative part a is small and influences vortex motion relatively little. Only within a narrow temperature interval DT/T l < 2 £ 10 23 from T l one finds q . 1 and expects different behaviour. No conclusive measurements exist from so close to T l .
To conclude we may now predict that in helium superfluids the transition at q c < 1 lies close to T l in 4 He-II, in the middle of the experimentally accessible temperature range in 3 He-B, and below that at extremely low temperatures in 3 He-A. This prediction is consistent with presently available experimental information. Perhaps in other hydrodynamic systems, which consist of two or more components, superfluid or viscous, the stability of turbulence might also be governed by an intrinsic parameter, in addition to the Reynolds number.
A
Methods

Vortex injection
We use four different injection methods: (1) He-B phases in rotation 7 . The AB boundary can be stabilized to a fixed location in a suitable magnetic field gradient. This technique has been employed to collect the data in Fig. 3 , to fill the (Q, T) plane with a dense grid of measurements. The instability of the AB interface produces a small random number (DN < 10) of B-phase vortex loops of which one end sticks out of the AB interface while the other end travels along the cylindrical sample boundary during the expansion process into rectilinear vortices 7 . The four injection processes have different temperaturedependent critical velocities Q c (T), which are continuous at 0.60T c and consistently display the transition from regular to turbulent dynamics at 0.60T c .
NMR signatures from turbulence
The lowest measured critical velocities are about 0.5 rad s 21 at T & 0.50T c . Even at these velocities (Re s & 70) the injection leads only to turbulent loop expansion. The axial expansion of the vorticity along the Q axis between the two signal coils is found to be controlled by the mutual-friction damping a: the time of expansion t across a vertical d agrees with the expression t ¼ d/(aQR). The extracted a(T) reproduces the result of ref. 6 , is continuous across the transition at 0.60T c , and is thus indifferent to whether the vorticity moves as noninteracting loops or as a network of loops. Below the transition at 0.60T c the vortex tangle is observed to decay with a time constant of around 30 s which decreases towards lower temperatures. This we interpret to indicate that reconnection processes are primarily responsible for the decay rather than the mutual-friction dominated expansion of individual loops.
Simulation
We use the vortex filament model 13, 14 in the rotating frame 15 . A vortex is represented in parametric form by s ¼ s(y, t), where s refers to a point on the filament and y is the arc length along it. The spatial and time evolutions are integrated rigorously using the BiotSavart law. The vortex velocity _ s is calculated from the dynamic equation _ s ¼ v sl þ a 0 s 0 £ ½s 0 £ v sl 2 a½s 0 £ v sl (recall that v n ¼ 0), where the local superfluid velocity v sl includes all contributions to the superflow at s(y, t). As boundary conditions we use smooth solidwalls with image vortices.
Analytic approach
Equation (2) is a first-order differential equation in contrast to the second order NavierStokes equation (1) of conventional hydrodynamics. Our result suggests a new approach to classical turbulence: when the vorticity is modelled with stable vortex filaments, their dynamics can be derived from a first-order equation by introducing an effective vortexfilament viscosity.
